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England
www.www.grimoiresdufaerie.com
John Pilkington was born in Liverpool in 1956 and was educated at 
Grammar School where a miserable attempt at A-level Physics resulted in a 
two year Art Foundation course followed by a three year Degree in Graphic 
design at St Martin’s School of Art. Six months of freelancing and signing-
on later he began work in the Commercial Photographic sector, learning 
studio photography and all the associated technical skills on print and 
film processing. As that sector began to give way to digital photography he 
moved into the maker-designer end of the craft circuit where he employed 
his airbrush and painting skills to produce dragon figurines mounted on 
semi-precious stones. After several years of this he moved into the garage 
kit scene where he developed and honed his sculpting abilities. Garage 
kits first appeared in the USA in the 1970s and soon developed into a cult 
phenomenon. Sadly in this country it has had its day as the young generation 
would far rather kill things in a computer game than spend hours on 
building a scale kit of any subject. Hence the rise of the Chinese pre-painted 
homogenous collectable action figure and the demise of famous companies 
like Airfix and Horizon. However there is still a big market in Japan, which 
is where most of the figures are now sculpted and cast. So what is available 
now is usually Anime (Japanese animation) with the overtly erotic ones 
referred to as Hinatai. As there are some extremely toxic chemicals involved 
in producing professional finishes on these figures John only does these to 
order these days and devotes most of his time to his artwork. Now you may 
wonder what ‘fairies’ are doing in JADE magazine, but if you research the 
appearance of fairy art in the early Victorian era you will see an abundance 
of erotica and it could be said that this genre was the aristocratic porn of 
its time, dealing with all manner of repressed and taboo subjects. It wasn’t 
cheap to commission a painting and it was only with the advent of the plate 
camera that ‘pornography for all’ really took off. Technology always seems 
to advance most when conjoined with sex . . . or war!
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